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Who can be better than the hybrid communicator to pre-empt a crisis and bring in the right intelligence and the right team. (Representative Image/Getty)By Charu Raizada As we edge towards 2021 optimistically, yet cautiously, I feel as overwhelmed of the unknown as I was when I started working for the first time more than two decades ago. Biggest lesson
we learnt from 2020 is that change is good and is sometimes required to shake up the status quo. Anxious though we may be, yet confident for being able to adapt to the new ways of the world – because the world is not for the faint hearted. 2021 will not be about disruption, but about ‘Hybridism’. The wheel of disruption was unleashed on fifth gear earlier this
year, as we found new ways of working together, grappling with challenges, trying hard to come to terms with the unknown, accepting the new narrative and making our peace with it. Whatever industry you may subscribe to, one common thread was communication. Soon our stories changed track and were about humanity, empathy, resilience, realignment,
making the role of communicators far more integral.2021 brings in challenges for communicators as the rules of engagement get cemented in ‘Hybridism’, with the communication strategist guiding all messaging, from that much deserved seat in the boardroom. The 2021 hybrid public relations professional will need to work with every discipline and not
restrict to marketing, media and a smattering of social. Those still in ‘time wrap’ need to upskill and get an understanding across functions – brand building, digital, social, content creation, advertising and even IT, R&D, legal, customer service. For brands to emotionally engage and connect with their consumers and be able to meet their growing demands, the
brand managers need that common thread across all functions. Communicators are natural at content creation and relationship management. It is time to consolidate digital, social, influencer management, media relations, brand advocacy; to ensure there is no loss of messaging due to compartmentalisation. So what makes the ‘hybrid’ communicator a
rightful contender for a seat in the boardroom? Also Read: Opinion: 2021 will be about norming storms, not storming normsAs communicators our job is to analyse relationships and safe guard reputation. We make the best brand police and social voice. We evaluate industry practices, map the brands weaknesses and liabilities to shape integrated policies. As
master of metrics, we know how to develop the right strategy using available data, to create goals which gets the organisation moving in the same direction. As an internal collaborator, this hybrid communicator breaks down internal silos, encouraging cross functional camaraderie and work collaboration for success. Moreover, this person can collaborate with
IT and manage content for backend, do basic SEO, create a newsroom with backlinks, photographs etc. The hybrid communicator can actually organise the organisation by listening to people and coming up with a playbook of content which is mirrored across platforms and is adopted by everyone in the organisation. Who can be better than the hybrid
communicator to pre-empt a crisis and bring in the right intelligence and the right team. This person is able to bring in an outside view and able to assess the situation from all angles. With this firm belief that our best is yet to come, I rest my case!-The author is an independent communications consultant. Views expressed are personal. Answers Of Success
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